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Purpose. This study focuses on two psychological mechanisms that may inadvertently affect judges’ decisions on proof of guilt and on punishment. It involves mechanisms that are clearly in conflict with formal judicial doctrine. One hypothesis, the conviction paradox, asserts that, faced with very serious offences, a judge’s standard of proof will be lower than for less serious, but otherwise comparable, offences. A second hypothesis, compensatory punishment, asserts that in cases with relatively weak evidence, judges who nevertheless render a guilty verdict will be inclined to compensate their initial doubt on the matter of guilt by meting out a less severe sentence.

Method. The hypotheses are evaluated in an experiment with Dutch judges and justices who serve in criminal courts. This was done using fictitious but highly realistic dossiers of criminal cases.

Results. Neither of the two hypotheses was supported in the present study.

Conclusions. Findings are discussed in relation to their implications for theory development and future research in the area of legal decision making.

In this study we examine two particular psychological mechanisms that may inadvertently affect judges’ decisions on guilt and on punishment using an experiment with members of the Dutch criminal court judiciary. One mechanism, the conviction paradox, involves differential weighing of evidence and subsequent decisions of guilt. The other, compensatory punishment, explicitly connects the degree of certainty that preceded a guilty verdict to the severity of sentence (following a proposal made by Wagenaar, van Koppen, & Crombag, 1993).

Depending on the national justice system (and often also on the type of adjudicated case), decisions on the matter of guilt in criminal cases are taken either by judges or by juries (Damaška, 1986; Kritzer, 2002). While all Western legal systems have detailed rules governing the admissibility of evidence, the decision on guilt remains one that can hardly be directed by strict formal criteria (Hawkins, 1986; Hutton, 1995;
Lovegrove, 1999; Twining, 1991, 1995; Wagenaar et al., 1993). The same holds for the sentencing decision. In fact, ‘the social practice of selecting the appropriate type and amount of sentence has remained for the most part a substantive irrational process’ (Hutton, 1995, p. 556).

Although in most systems ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ is the formal criterion for a guilty verdict, it is one that is impossible to objectify (Horowitz, 1997; Horowitz & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Sheppard, 2003; Solan, 1999; Stoffelmayer & Diamond, 2000; Sundby, 1989). By far, most empirical studies were on jury decision making, most of which used mock jurors (see for overviews Greene et al., 2002; Saks, 1997). Studies demonstrated that a myriad of personality variables and social and psychological factors influence decisions on guilt.

Sentencing research is the other main area of empirical research on judicial decision making. Ever since the groundbreaking work by Hogarth (1971) and Hood (1972), disparity in sentencing and the influence of extra-judicial, social and psychological factors on sentencing has time and time again been demonstrated (Fitzmaurice & Pease, 1986; Lovegrove, 1999). While the areas of research on decisions on guilt and on sentencing have developed largely in isolation from one another, their focus on unwarranted extra-legal considerations in criminal justice decision making inextricably connects them.

In practice, a gap remains in criminal law decision making that cannot be filled by legal rules, despite legislators’ efforts to curtail the human factor. Sentencing guidelines, for instance, can be transformed or even circumvented in practice (Engen, Gainey, Crutchfield, & Weis, 2003; Johnson, 2005; Kempf-Leonard & Sample, 2001; Ulmer & Kramer, 1998). The bulk of guidelines developed in Western criminal justice systems is voluntary or presumptive in character. Judges and juries retain discretion in verdicts and sentencing (Tonry & Hatlestad, 1997). Thus, the weighing of evidence, on the one hand, and the magnitude of the sentence, on the other hand, ultimately cannot be but subjectively decided by the fact finder, be it jury or judge.

**Human decision making in criminal cases**

In psychological research on decision making, a model has long been used in which decision makers were assumed to first weigh all relevant information in order to give a considered decision (Wald, 1947; Wason, 1966); a model resembling a statistical procedure (see for reviews Gilhooly, 1988; Oakhill & Garnham, 1993). In subsequent research it was shown that decision-making behaviour of individuals does not comply to that ‘ideal’ model and that humans do divert from it, depending on the circumstances (see for reviews Johnson-Laird, 1999; Manktelow, 1999; Shafir & LeBoeuf, 2002).

Although two decades of research have emphasized the shortcomings of human judgment and decision-making processes (Kleinmuntz & Schkade, 1993), there has been serious dissent from this position (Edwards, 1992; Hammond, 2000). The ‘ideal’ model implicitly assumes that decision makers have virtually unlimited time and means to assemble and weigh all relevant information. Research by Gigerenzer and colleagues demonstrated that decision makers usually employ so-called fast and frugal heuristics that, depending on the circumstances, can even generate better decisions than the ‘ideal’ model (Gigerenzer, 2002; Gigerenzer, Todd, & ABC Research Group, 1999; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000). Fast and frugal models are simple process models that do not search through all available information, do not integrate all relevant information and base the decision on only one cue (Dhami & Harries, 2001; Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). In his recent
Nobel prize acceptance speech, Kahneman (2003) further argued that most decision making is in fact quite intuitive and usually rather unproblematic and successful (he drew this from Klein, 1998).

The conviction paradox

The psychology of the decision maker may nevertheless have unwarranted influences in the decisions. We identify two psychological pitfalls in criminal justice decision making that have, as yet, not been subjected to systematic empirical research but may play a role in legal decision making. The first psychological pitfall we studied is the conviction paradox. This is based on signal detection theory.

Signal detection theory demonstrated how consequences of decision outcomes influence decision making (Banks, 1970; Egan, 1975; Green & Swets, 1966; Hirshman, Lanning, Master, & Henzler, 2002; Lockhart & Murdock, 1970; McNicol, 1972; Poor, 1994). The basis of this theory is the existence of two kinds of stimuli: a signal and a non-signal. The decision maker has to distinguish between these two, but is often handicapped by two things: a background of noise, and the fact that most signals are continuous, rather than discrete. In deciding, the decision maker can make two types of error: a false positive, i.e. accepting a non-signal as a signal, and a false negative, i.e. accepting a signal as a non-signal.

In judicial decision making, a guilty accused can be seen as a signal; an innocent accused as a non-signal. However, there are no discrete signals in judicial decision making: some defendants appear somewhat guilty, others somewhat more and still other defendants appear to be extremely guilty. The fact finder has to convert this continuous signal into a discrete decision: guilty or not. This can only be done by accepting a decision criterion and one should only convict if the ‘level’ of evidence surpasses this criterion and acquit in the other cases.

Signals in terms of strength of evidence from guilty and innocent defendants do overlap. Thus, choosing the location of the decision criterion always involves a trade off. A higher level of required certainty of proof causes more innocent, but also more guilty defendants to be acquitted. On the other hand, a lower level causes the reverse.

Determining the location of the decision criterion also involves a trade off between the risk of a false positive against the risk of a false negative. Legal doctrine prescribes that the costs of false positives outweigh the costs of false negatives (see for instance Volokh, 1997; Wigmore, 1970). That may be illustrated by the oft heard judicial maxim: ‘Better to acquit ten guilty persons than to convict a single innocent’ (Volokh, 1997), regardless of the seriousness of the crime.

This jurisprudential maxim is not always reflected in jurors' decision making (compare, for instance, Dane, 1985; Hastie, 1993; Hastie, Penrod, & Pennington, 1983; Horowitz & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Kerr et al., 1976; MacCoun & Kerr, 1988; Nagel, Lamm, & Neef, 1981; Simon & Mahan, 1971). There a pattern emerges where jurors adopt a higher standard of reasonable doubt when the crime is more serious (Horowitz, 1997; Horowitz & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Kagstroem & Stanton, 1985; Kerr, 1978; Simon, 1969; Simon & Mahan, 1971; Stoffelmayr & Diamond, 2000). Please note that jurors in addition display a leniency bias. In studies where the evidence is balanced carefully (as is prescribed to find any relatively subtle effect, following Devine, Clayton, Dunford, Searing, & Pryce, 2001; Sak, 1997), juries show a tendency to acquit following the reasonable doubt standard of proof, because that standard favours the defendant (Davis, 1980; Koch & Devine, 1999; MacCoun & Kerr, 1988; Stasser, Kerr, & Bray, 1982;
Tindale, Davis, Vollrath, Nagao, & Hinsz, 1990). None of these studies, however, compared decision making in serious and less serious cases.

Signal detection theory, however, would predict an inverse relation between crime seriousness and the location of the decision criterion. One important utility that influences the position of the criterion is formed by the consequences that false positive and false negative decisions may have. Such potential outcomes induce different costs (see Forst, 2004). The costs of a false positive decision (i.e. wrongful conviction) is unjustified suffering of the person convicted. The costs of a false negative decision is that a person who is in fact guilty of a crime but is nevertheless acquitted, continues to pose a danger to society; a danger that may very well materialize in continued re-offending. These costs are small if it concerns, for instance, a shoplifter, whereas the costs are quite high if the case concerns an accused who is prosecuted for serial rape. In this line of reasoning, the more serious the crime and the more dangerous the offender, the higher the potential costs are of a false negative decision. For the decision maker confronted with a serious case, the costs of a false negative decision may outweigh the costs of a false positive decision. This produces a paradox. While one might expect fact finders to be especially careful when considering the evidence in more serious cases, they may rather be inclined to satisfy themselves with a lower degree of certainty because the costs of a false negative in such cases are considered tremendously high. (There are more reasons why it can be expected that for very serious offences fact finders accept a lower level of proof. These are discussed by Gross, 1996.)

It could be argued that as a consequence of both a false negative and a false positive decision, the real offender remains at large. This means that a false positive decision would always bear more costs than a false negative decision. In both, the real perpetrator may continue offending, while after a false positive decision in addition the wrongly accused suffers a sentence. From a general perspective, this may be true. From the perspective of the fact finder, however, this is only true if the fact finder has any influence on what is happening to the real perpetrator when confronted with an accused who in reality is innocent. Fact finders cannot exercise such influence. After a case has been sent to the prosecution, the police almost never undertake any further action, even if the accused is acquitted and even if the court makes clear that in its opinion the accused is not acquitted just because of lack of evidence, but because the court is convinced he did not commit the crime. Thus, if the wrong individual is prosecuted, almost by definition the real offender remains at large. From the perspective of the fact finder, therefore, a false negative decision in which the real offender is released is the only one that may have grave societal consequences as a direct result of his decision.

Compensatory punishment

In recent years, psychological research has demonstrated that anticipated regret for possible outcomes of decisions plays a role in decision making (Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002; Zeelenberg, 1999; Zeelenberg, van den Bos, van Dijk, & Pieters, 2002). It has been shown that when confronted with a choice between different alternatives, anticipated regret for each of the alternatives is weighed, generally resulting in the ‘safe option’ being preferred (Zeelenberg, 1999). Regret aversion can, under some circumstances, have a major impact on decision making. While this sometimes leads to inaction, it generally results in choosing the least risky option in terms of anticipated regret (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; Seta, McElroy, & Seta, 2001; Zeelenberg et al., 2002).
The judge is in a unique position from a ‘regret perspective’. In the Netherlands and in other countries where a judge may sit without a jury, a judge makes consecutive decisions pertaining to the same criminal case: first on guilt and then (if found guilty) on the sentence. We can thereby extend the study of regret in decision making to the role of anticipated regret in consecutive decisions.

Suppose a judge renders a guilty verdict. Before he formally decided that the defendant is guilty, however, the judge did experience some hesitation on the issue of guilt. This enhances the probability that the judge anticipates regret (see Pieters & Zeelenberg, 2002, cited in Connolly & Zeelenberg, 2002). Against that backdrop, the judge now has a sentencing decision to make. Given the consecutive nature of this decision-making procedure, the judge has the unique cognitive opportunity to compensate the anticipated regret by giving a relatively lenient sentence. This is what we call compensatory punishment.

There is some support for compensatory punishment in research in legal decision making. Davis and colleagues (Davis, Holt, Spitzer, & Stasser, 1981, p. 12) discuss Gleisser (1968) who reported that French juries in the nineteenth century were reluctant to convict defendants because in those days judges usually imposed excessive sentences (see also Mello & Robson, 1985). They hypothesized that juries who also control sentencing might be induced to a greater willingness to convict. Their hypothesis was not supported with a significant effect. In civil cases, however, a comparable effect was found (Wissler, Kuehn, & Saks, 2000). Some studies show that juries decrease awards if their assessments of the plaintiff’s negligence increased (Hammitt, Carroll, & Relles, 1985; Horowitz & Bordens, 1988; Shanley, 1985; Thomas & Parpal, 1987; Viscusi, 1988). As a consequence, awards in negligence cases are discounted twice, because subsequently the court further reduces the already lowered awards in proportion to the plaintiff’s negligence (Hammitt et al., 1985; Shanley, 1985). Other studies, however, did not find an influence on jury awards of contributory negligence by the plaintiff (Horowitz & Bordens, 1990; Vidmar, Lee, Cohen, & Stewart, 1994; Wissler, Evans, Hart, Morry, & Saks, 1997). We are unaware of empirical studies of this kind of compensation in criminal cases.

The conviction paradox and compensatory punishment

The conviction paradox is not a precondition for compensatory punishment. It may be evident from our perspectives, however, that the conviction paradox can very well serve as a catalyst for compensatory punishment. If a judge accepted a low level of proof in a serious case, that may induce anticipated regret which in turn may lead to a relatively low sentence.

These two psychological pitfalls have in common that they stand in contrast to judicial doctrine. Dutch formal doctrine rules them out, as doctrine does in most other Western countries. The conviction paradox involves different standards of reasonable doubt for different types of cases. There is no legal basis for such differences. Compensatory punishment circumvents something else. In legal systems with a two-stage procedure, where the jury decides on the guilt of the accused and the judge on the sentence, the two decisions are by nature separated (see, however, Hoffman, 2003). But also in non-jury cases in such systems and in legal systems where the court decides both on guilt and on the sentence, legal doctrine prescribes two separate decisions: after guilt has been established, the sentence should assume guilt as a fact and not incorporate doubts about the accused’s guilt (compare Damaška, 1986, 1997, 1998).
We carried out our study within the Dutch legal system, where lay participation in decision making in criminal cases is unknown. We expect that the conviction paradox, which only concerns the decision on the guilt of the accused, is likewise relevant for decisions by juries. Compensatory punishment, which involves both the decision on guilt and the sentence, can be hypothesized to occur within a single decision maker, such as a Dutch bench court.

All cases in the Netherlands are tried by professional judges. Plea bargaining is unknown: all cases are tried in full. Also, all court decisions can be appealed to the appellate court – without leave to appeal – where the case is tried de novo. Serious cases are always tried by a court of three judges (see for descriptions in English on Dutch criminal procedure van Koppen, 2002; Nijboer, 1999; Taekema, 2004; Tak, 2003).

Dutch criminal procedure is dominated by written records. All officials involved – the police, the prosecution, the judge-commissioner (judge of instruction), the courts, but also the defence – produce written records that become part of the official case file, the dossier. Dossiers include all important sources of evidence and information. In court, interaction between judges, prosecutor, accused and counsel focuses on evaluation of the dossier. In general, the parties make little use of their right to summon witnesses or experts at trial (Nijboer, 1999).

Dutch judges enjoy wide discretionary powers in choosing type and severity of punishment (Tak, 1997). The penal code specifies minimum terms for punishments in general (e.g. 1-day imprisonment) and specific maximum terms are specified for each offence in the penal code. There are no sentencing guidelines, though Dutch judges do aim to enhance consistency through mutual consultation and by formulation of sentencing policies for clearly defined types of offences. Furthermore, the Dutch prosecutor requests a specific punishment at the end of the trial hearing. Judges are not bound by the requested punishment although it does provide some form of anchor point in judges’ deliberations on the sentence.

**Method**

We provided judges with detailed case files closely resembling actual case dossiers that play such a dominant role in the Dutch legal procedure. We included in the dossiers all relevant information in the same raw format as judges are used to in reality, whilst still being able to systematically vary the factors relevant to our hypotheses. We thereby satisfy a number of objections – mainly related to ecological validity – to the use of experiments in legal decision making (cf. Konečný & Ebbesen, 1992; Lovegrove, 1999).

**Hypothesis 1.** Conviction paradox: In serious cases judges will sooner convict on the basis of relatively thin evidence than in less serious cases (ceteris paribus).

**Hypothesis 2.** Compensatory punishment: An accused will receive a lesser punishment if the evidence against him is relatively thin than in the same case with strong evidence (ceteris paribus).

**Materials**

Two factors were manipulated: crime seriousness and evidence strength. Two versions of an assault case were constructed, resulting in (A) an aggravated assault case, and (B) a simple assault case. The only differences between the two versions (A and B) involved elements in the dossiers related to crime seriousness. This was manipulated by
varying the type and amount of violence applied by the perpetrator and subsequent injuries suffered by the victim. In the serious version (A), the offender did not only kick the body of the victim, but also his head, resulting in permanent loss of powers of speech as well as irreparable paralysis from the waist down. In the less serious version (B), only the body was kicked, not resulting in permanent injuries. Everything else was kept identical between the two cases. As a contrast to these two violent crimes, a third case was constructed: a burglary case (C).

Each of the three cases (aggravated assault, simple assault, burglary) were presented in two versions: one with strong and very convincing evidence, and one with legally sufficient, though relatively weak evidence. Thus, the material for the experiment consisted of six dossiers in total (see Table 1).

Creating strong evidence versions of the cases was rather straightforward. Two aspects were used to promote a conviction of guilt. In all three strong evidence versions, the accused confessed to having committed the crime, confirmed the story of witnesses and victims and was identified with a very high degree of certainty by witnesses.

Compared to the strong evidence cases, strength of evidence was scaled down in the weak evidence versions by having the accused deny and having witnesses identify him only after explicit hesitation. In addition, technical forensic evidence was indicative though inconclusive in the weak evidence versions. The lack of a real trial was compensated by a final sheet attached to the dossiers in which a short description was provided of what happened during the hypothetical trial. The sentence demanded by the prosecution was held constant over strong and weak evidence versions of the cases (see Table 1). These requested sentences were realistic ones consistent with national prosecution guidelines.1

In both strong and weak evidence versions, the same and substantial amount of circumstantial evidence against the accused was included, which was expected to start playing a role of importance in the weak evidence versions. All defendants lacked an alibi and had extensive criminal records including similar crimes committed in the past. The evidence in the weak versions of the dossiers was further tweaked after discussing the cases with professors of criminal law and criminal procedure as well as by having a number of experienced part-time judges evaluate the cases and afterwards discuss the strength of the evidence with us in detail.

Apart from a limited number of background questions, participants were requested to decide upon the matter of guilt of the accused and if pronounced guilty to give their sentence in free format. We did not use any scale with more measuring points for the verdicts, because that is alien to the criminal legal procedure. Judges were further asked to give reasons for the sentence (i.e. motivation), as judges are required to give under Dutch law.

**Design**

We used a complete between-subjects design. The conviction paradox was evaluated by comparing the number of guilty verdicts in the weak evidence versions of the serious and simple assault cases. We expected the simple assault case to generate fewer convictions. Compensatory punishment was evaluated with a comparison of average sentence length (given a guilty verdict) for the strong and the weak evidence versions. Thus, the design involves a 3 (case version) × 2 (strength of evidence) design.

---

1 The dossiers (in Dutch) are available from the authors.
### Table 1. The six dossiers and their content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>A: Aggravated assault</th>
<th>B: Simple assault</th>
<th>C: Burglary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of pages</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of words</td>
<td>6765</td>
<td>6991</td>
<td>8985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dossier elements**

- **Summary police findings**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Indictment**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Victim statement**: o, o, x, x, x, x
- **Records of witness interviews**: 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2
- **Record of technical forensic research**: na, na, na, na, x, x
- **Report of arrest**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Record of police interview with accused**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Record of search in house accused**: na, na, na, na, x, x
- **Record of photo-confrontation witness-accused**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Results of forensic research**: na, na, na, na, x, x
- **Record of second police interview with accused**: o, x, o, x, x, x
- **Medical report on injuries victim**: x, x, x, x, na, na
- **Psychological report on accused**: x, x, o, o, o, o
- **Probation report on accused**: o, o, x, x, x, x
- **Full criminal history of accused**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Requisitoir: Summing up and punishment requested by prosecutor**: x, x, x, x, x, x
- **Prison term requested by prosecution (months unsuspended)**: 30, 30, 2.5, 2.5, 6, 6
- **Concise description of trial**: x, x, x, x, x, x

---

1. Victim states having no recollection of the incident (due to head injuries).
2. Contents essentially the same as psychological report in case A.

x, included in dossier; o, not included in dossier; na, not applicable.
**Procedure**

We asked all 629 judges in district courts and justices in the court of appeals who serve in the criminal divisions of their courts to participate. We excluded the so-called replacement judges and justices, who serve part time in the courts, alongside their jobs elsewhere. The Dutch Council for the Administration of Justice (Raad voor de rechtspraak) wrote a letter of support to the presidents of all 19 district courts and five courts of appeal in the Netherlands, describing the study only in general terms as ‘a study on legal decision making’. Two weeks later we sent the dossiers to the judges and justices (further denoted judges). A reminder was sent out 2 weeks later. Of course, participation was anonymous.

**Response and representativeness**

The overall response rate was 36.4% (N = 229). A limited number of background variables for the population were available to us, enabling a rough indication of representativeness of our sample: gender, type of judge (judge in court or justice in court of appeal) and regional dispersion grouped at the level of courts of appeal jurisdictions (see Table 2). Considering these variables, our sample may be considered quite representative of the population, although judges were slightly over-represented and justices slightly under-represented.

**Results**

Our experimental manipulation of the strength of the evidence was successful (see Table 3). In all three strong evidence cases, all judges rendered a guilty verdict. The numbers of acquittals in the weak evidence versions show that these dossiers provided ample opportunity for doubt. In motivating the sentence in the weak evidence versions, a number of judges explicitly noted that their guilty verdict was a close call. The margin for doubt, however, was, as intended, narrow enough to enable a majority of judges to decide upon a guilty verdict.

The decision of guilt is a simple discrete decision: yes or no. Nine participating judges, however, pronounced a guilty verdict for a different offence than the one specified in the indictment. These nine decisions were not included in further analyses.
The judges who rendered a guilty verdict, subsequently gave a sentencing decision in free format. Coding these decisions was an easy task since, following a guilty verdict, all but four judges specified a prison sentence. The four exceptions involved community service orders. These were excluded from the analyses of the sentencing decisions.2

Decisions on guilt: The conviction paradox
If the conviction paradox affects judges’ decision making, we would expect the percentage of guilty verdicts in the weak evidence version of the aggravated assault to be significantly higher than in the weak evidence version of the simple assault. Results show, however, no support for the hypothesis. In both cases, 77% of the judges decided upon a guilty verdict (see Table 3). Further analyses showed no significant effects of background variables on the decisions of guilt: there were no differences between male and female judges, between judges and justices, between experienced and relatively inexperienced judges and between regions.

Sentencing decisions
A prison sentence in the Netherlands can be imposed completely unsuspended, partly suspended or completely suspended. In all cases in this experiment, the large majority of judges specified a completely unsuspended prison term (74% in the aggravated assault case, 70% in the simple assault case, 83% in the burglary case). We have carried out our analyses on the total prison sentences. Analyses of only the unsuspended sentences did not produce different results. Three outliers were removed from further analysis. These involved relatively extreme sentences: one in the aggravated assault case (72 months), one in the simple assault case (8 months) and one in the burglary case (48 months). These outliers were at least 3 standard deviations from the respective means.

Compensatory punishment
If the judges are affected by compensatory punishment, we would expect judges in the weak evidence version of a case to sentence more leniently than judges in the strong evidence version of that same case.

Table 3. Decisions on guilt (N = 220; percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of case</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Not guilty</th>
<th>Guilty</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple assault</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Community service, if not conducted properly, can be converted to a prison sentence. In the Netherlands, a fixed scale is used to convert prison to community service and vice versa: 240 hours of community service equals 6 months in prison, while a lesser number of hours conforms to a lesser prison term pro rata. We also undertook our analyses with the four community service sentences converted to a prison term. This did not influence the results.
The only case in which an effect in the predicted direction may be observed is the simple assault (see Table 4). This effect, however, is small (0.4 months) and not statistically significant. In the burglary case, the difference between the strong and weak evidence version is in the opposite direction and a mere (not statistically significant) 0.3 months. The most substantial difference between strong and weak evidence versions was in the aggravated assault case. The difference in this case is 4.2 months. However, it also constitutes an effect in the opposite direction as predicted and is not statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of case</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1.85, ns</td>
<td>1.85, ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple assault</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-1.40, ns</td>
<td>-1.40, ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.66, ns</td>
<td>0.66, ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the actual sample sizes and estimates of the standard deviations, we computed that the power of our tests is sufficient. For each of the cases concerned, a difference of a quarter in terms of average length of punishment issued in the strong evidence case would be detectable with a power of between 80% (simple assault) and 90% (both other cases) for a one-sided test with $\alpha = 5\%$.

**Discussion**

In our experiment, we did not find empirical support for the conviction paradox, nor for compensatory punishment. This may be considered surprising, since both mechanisms are derived from firmly established psychological phenomena that operate in many other fields of decision making. Our findings therefore invite further elaboration and explanation.

Two lines of reasoning may be adopted. In a first line of reasoning the position can be taken that the hypothesized mechanisms do occur in judges’ decision making, despite findings from this experiment. One could suspect that compensatory punishment does not operate in cases in general, but only in incidental cases. If compensatory punishment is indeed a real mechanism but only in rare and incidental cases, it is not surprising that a more generalized experiment is unable to uncover it. The same argument could be made for the conviction paradox. Thus, the two phenomena may exist, may happen sometimes, be recognized by participants, are even open to qualitative analyses (Wagenaar et al., 1993), but impossible to detect in a controlled experiment. Given this explanation, the fact remains that the case for the conviction paradox and compensatory punishment is now a weaker one than before we conducted our experiment.
A further argument in this first line of reasoning would be that our experiment lacked the finesse for a valid test of the hypotheses. This boils down to a methodological issue: true responsibility as felt by judges toward those directly and indirectly involved in real cases cannot be simulated in an experiment like ours. As such, one may object to our experiment that an important building block for the mechanisms of compensatory punishment and for the conviction paradox was missing, thus making it easier for participants to play safe, knowing that the cases were part of an empirical study. On the other hand, we believe that the experiment closely simulated the reality of Dutch criminal justice decision making. In practice, the work of Dutch judges is dominated by paper dossiers such as our experimental material. We cannot, however, deny that the experiment was unable to simulate the actual pressures that judges experience in real cases. This argument should, therefore, be kept in mind during our discussion.

In a second line of reasoning, we take the findings of the experiment at face value. Dutch judges and justices are invulnerable to the psychological pitfalls of both the conviction paradox and compensatory punishment. The question that now begs an answer is: Why? After all, both mechanisms were based on plausible and general psychological phenomena. Moreover, why would judges not be susceptible to the same basic psychological biases as are other people (Fitzmaurice & Pease, 1986)? If nothing else, it has become unlikely that these psychological pitfalls are common practice in Dutch criminal procedure. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that these expert judges were so different from many other experts who have failed to be invulnerable to biases. It could be expected that judges are even more vulnerable than many other types of experts, since they do not receive clear and fast feedback and lack explicit and well-defined theory as a basis for their judgments. It may be possible that this effect is countered by the judges using templates in decision making, thus making them less sensitive to particular biases in individual cases. It should be noted that the following explanation is (necessarily) mere conjecture. The answer to the question may be found in the nature of the Dutch judiciary. In the Netherlands, contrary to many other countries, any form of lay involvement in criminal justice decision making is absent. There are neither juries nor lay judges. The Dutch magistrature is exclusively professional with extensively trained and legally socialized judges. So much so that their professionalism, their technicité, may provide effective shielding against basic psychological pitfalls. Indeed, one of the main pillars in the training and socialization of magistrates is strict application of the formal hierarchical decision-making model discussed above.

In this line of reasoning, there are clear implications for further research. The ‘professionalism explanation’ can be tested in countries where lay fact finders participate. Lay fact finders, in general, lack the level of training and legal socialization that professional fact finders possess and, therefore, lack protection against particular psychological mechanisms. In some countries with lay participation in criminal procedure, typically jury systems such as in the United States and England and Wales, lay persons do not play a role in sentencing (an exception is the role of the American jury in capital cases; cf. Kritzer, 2002). In these countries, the conviction paradox could be tested using jurors, while compensatory punishment may operate among judges who, after the jury rendered a guilty verdict based on weak evidence, opt for a relatively low sentence (of course, such a study should exclude sentencing under mandatory sentencing guidelines). In some other countries, lay persons participate as lay assessors in a bench court together with one or more professional judges. Examples include Germany, Sweden, Switzerland and Poland. The case could be made that a mechanism
such as compensatory punishment shapes a ‘haggling’ process during deliberation between professional and lay judges. In such a haggling process, agreement to convict is reached in return for a relatively lenient sentence. Similar processes may underlie decision making in a mixed system. An example of such a mixed system is the jury in Belgium. In their Hof van Assisen, a jury of 12 decides on guilt of the accused, while subsequently the jury together with three professional justices of the court decide on the sentence.

A final word needs to be said on our experimental manipulation of evidence strength. The most telling difference between strong and weak evidence versions was whether or not the accused confessed. Although we are unaware of relevant studies, our work among the police, the prosecution and in the judiciary have taught us that not confessing tends to be regarded as not cooperating with the criminal procedure and frequently also as refusal to take responsibility for one’s actions. Thereby, not confessing may raise the sentence, a fact that is often used by the police to induce a confession (cf. Gudjonsson, 2003; Vrij, 2003). A similar and more explicit mechanism may be observed in the USA, where defendants may be coerced to plead guilty by the threat of a relatively higher sentence following a jury trial (Sandefur, 2003). This mechanism thus could have counteracted compensatory punishment in our experiment. However, if this has indeed been the case, it may be interpreted as further evidence against compensatory punishment. Once it has been decided that the denying defendant is guilty, the judge will not be tempted to raise the sentence unless he or she strictly separated the decision of guilt from the sentencing decision.

In conclusion, our experiment raises doubts on the existence of the conviction paradox and of compensatory punishment among Dutch judges, at least to the extent that these are not common mechanisms. However, characteristics of Dutch criminal procedure in combination with the absence of lay participation have spawned a number of new research questions and opportunities for further study in an international comparative perspective.
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